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Introduction

Hello!

I’m Zaid Shahbaz,

Creative Director at ThreeAlps

Whether you're a personal brand, a company, or a freelancer these

5 tactics will raise your engagement.



Thank you for downloading this guide. You made an incredible decision
and I promise not to waste your time with fluff or outdated methods. If
you're here it's because you're looking to increase your views, likes,
comments, and want to build brand authority with quality content, and
that's exactly what I'm going to show you today.



Before I start giving you the secrets on how to create engaging
content, you may be wondering, why should I listen to this guy?



Well, great question.
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I’ve been in the creative industry for over 7 years generating millions of
views for some of the most influential entrepreneurs out now. Prince
Ea, Fam Mirza, Ryan Daniel Moran, Mark Lack, Billionaire P.A, 19Keys
and Amazon Sellers Club - just to name a few. 


I’ve done the testing, I’ve seen the data, I’ve seen what type of videos
work and what type of videos don’t. Now, I want to help you cut your
learning curve and better contextualize your videos so you’re able to
engage your audience like never before.
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Step 1

Clarity

A lot of people starting out, even veterans, are just posting just to post.
Most of the time, we just want to jump in to creating content without
focusing on figuring out who our audience is and making our message
more clear. It’s alright to post a lot of content but don’t be part of the
noise that’s out already. When you start posting what everyone else is
posting without any context as to why it will help people and why YOUR
AUDIENCE needs it, then you’re just another person adding to all the BS
noise out there. 


Honestly, you don’t need to post daily if you don’t have anything with
some weight. If it’s just you rambling, don’t post it. Be clear about your
message. But in order for you to do that, you need to first identify your
audience, their frustrations, and how your content is the solution to their
problems. 


It’s great to produce quality videos but if they aren’t helping:
change people’s mindset
improve your key audience
provide a solution to a problem
motivate them to take an action
then you're better off keeping it to yourself. That is, if you want to be the
authority and have influence in your industry.
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Again, I can’t stress this enough: Get clear on your message before you
even think about turning your camera on.


Now that you know how important it is for your message to be clear and
concise, here is the format that I tell my clients to follow (I use it for
myself as well, it's that good).

What is a current problem my audience is dealing with?
How can I relate with the problem?
Have I been through it?
Have I dealt with it before?
What’s the solution, how can I help minimize their problem?
What are certain actions steps I can provide to my audience
to help them grow either as individuals or their business?

Go ahead and post random videos that are trending if you just want to
be famous... but if you want to be respected, looked up to, and have the
opportunity to network, and work with people you want to, then start
focusing on building your personal brand with engaging content.

Ask yourself these questions everytime you think about making a
video: the ones that are applicable to your videos.

BONUS TIP:

Create videos in a list format for educational
content (e.g. 5 Tips to improve your videos).
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Step 2

Use Headers with Attractive Text

A lot of you guys know how important headlines are when building a
website, or writing copy for a book, or an ad. That same logic applies
when it comes to your social media videos.


You need to have solid, eye catching, banners with a title to give people
a look into what the video is about.


Social media is a scrolling game, a lot of people are scrolling and don’t
care about most of the content in their feed. Especially when it comes to
videos, it’s so important that you give people an insight into what your
video is about.
EXAMPLES:

These are banner’s that we’ve created for our clients.

Having a nice banner with your brand colors, your Instagram handle, and
to the point/clickbait titles is very crucial.
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Note: If you plan on doing a “clickbait” title, make sure there is

context in your video for it, it’s more about exaggerating then lying

to your viewers.


Your title needs to be bold and your banner needs to have a nice
contrast. 


Make sure to add your insta handle which will be great if someone
reposts your video. 


If you build a nice template for your brand with: your brand typography,
colors, and certain animated assets -- it’s a great way for you to stand
out because anytime people see those certain colors and graphics they’ll
automatically assume that it’s your video. It's a great way to build brand
trust and loyalty as well.


I’d suggest using Photoshop to create these banners because you have a
lot more flexibility with it. If spending money on a subscription isn’t
possible, don’t worry, you can use Canva as well and it works great.


Remember that when you’re creating headers, you want to make sure
you take advantage and utilize as much of the space on your audiences
feed as possible.


There are 3 different types of banners you can create:


1x1
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Video Dimension Guide
Dimensions: 900px x 900px

1x1

This is a basic banner you can create. This works great if
you are focused on your how feed looks since it won't
crop out on your thumbnail. These used to work great
but personally I don't use these anymore since now you
have the ability to take more space on your viewers
screen which is ideal. At the end of the day it depends
on what you're trying to accomplish.

Dimensions:

4x5

This is my favorite banner/video dimension option.
It allows you to cover most of the screen when
they’re watching your videos. From my experience
these videos tend to perform better than any other
option since you’re able to take more space on the
screen. Keeps your viewer from getting distracted
from other videos.

Dimensions:
9:16

720px x 900px

1080px x 1920px

IGTV BABY! Creating videos for IGTV is a great
growth hack at the moment mainly because
Instagram pushes them out more and they want
their users to watch more and more of it. If you’re
starting out or have already been creating content,
try out this format.
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PRO TIP:

When using the 16:9 format, Create the first minute of the video in the
4:5 format so Instagram doesn’t crop it when your user first lands on it.
Since you have to click the video to open the IGTV option to watch the
entire video, that’s when you switch your video into full screen taking up
the entire screen.
Utilizing really well designed and eye catching banners with attractive
and interesting grabbing titles, you can invite more people to watch your
video just because they already know what they are about to watch. No
one has the time to see what your video is all about, tell people what it’s
about and watch your engagement grow.
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Step 3

Add Timers To Your Videos

I’m sure you’ve seen tons of videos on Instagram with the timer and
there is a great reason for it.


Having that timer allows people to visualize how much time they are
spending. Psychologically speaking, as the bar progresses, it gives
them a sense of accomplishment. It tells them that they are
completing a task. It feels great to finish it.


I use timers in 95% of my client videos because I know how well it
performs. 


The question is, where do you place the timer? I suggest placing it at
the bottom of the video because people are conditioned to that and
we shouldn’t change the behavioral pattern, instead let's take
advantage of it.
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If you want to be a little special with it, make it like YouTube’s timer
with the grey bar or maybe a stroke around it. I have some examples
for you below to look at:


You can create that in Adobe Premiere, I’d suggest designing it in
photoshop as you design your banner, and then animate it in Adobe
Premiere.


This may seem small but that timer has a huge effect on the way
people perceive your videos. Give them a sense of accomplishment
and let them see how far they are in the video so it doesn’t seem like a
waste of time.
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Step 4

Add Captions to your Videos

If you don’t know about this, you’re definitely missing out on a lot of
views, comments, likes, and the opportunity for you to grow your
following.

85% of Instagram and Facebook users

watch videos with their sound off.
Let me say that again.


85% OF PEOPLE ARE WATCHING THEIR VIDEOS WITH NO SOUND.



You need to start utilizing captions in your videos because it gives
people a chance to watch your videos in settings where they may not
be able to hear. This allows you to make it easier for your viewers to
follow your videos and engage with them.


What if you were out in public, with dead AirPods, in a loud area? If it
doesn’t have captions would you just scroll and say “I’ll just watch it
later?” Most likely not, right? Exactly.


Having captions on your videos invites more people to watch, hence
more eyeballs and more engagement.
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When using captions, use the yellow color at times. You’ll see accounts
like NowThis use the color yellow because it separates your videos and
also makes the video more eye grabbing since it’s such a bright color.

You can also do the first 5 seconds of subtitles with yellow color and
then change it back to white if you really want to do it like that as well.
This gives you the ability to make your video standout and once you
have caught your viewers attention, you can go back to white subtitles.


If you take anything from this booklet, take this point. Take action on this
now because you’ll see improvement right away.
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Step 5

Add B-Roll and Visuals to Your Videos

Watching someone just talking to the camera can get very boring. Let
me be clear, watching someone talk directly into the camera with
nothing interesting going on in the video could become stale, and it
reduces people retention on your videos. Especially nowadays, we have
attention span less than a goldfish, so you have to make your videos
interesting to keep your viewers watching.


Having visuals that enhance the message you’re providing makes your
videos a lot more engaging and fun to watch. Since people struggle with
keeping focus, if you keep introducing visual clips, animations, or even
images into your videos, it keeps your viewer captured for the entire 60
seconds (or more!). Even if 60 seconds doesn't seem like a lot, people
are too accustomed to watching short clips so keep hitting them with a
visual every few seconds but most importantly, don’t force it.


Make sure your B-Roll or animation has a lot of context. If it doesn’t,
don’t bother using it.
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Your goal is to make it entertaining for your audience to watch your
videos. Adding visuals and B-Roll over your videos is a great way to do
so.



I do it for a lot of my clients when it comes to creating motivational
videos, it works best when it’s in that format. If you’re doing
educational videos, add animations and other visuals with examples,
instead.



Definitely utilize some sort of B-Roll in your videos.



Now you’re asking: "Cool Zaid, but how do I find good b-roll?"



You can use websites like StoryBlocks, FilmSupply, and my favorite -MOVIES! You know why? It’s the most relatable and people have a lot
of context behind them. Especially when you use actors that are really
popular, it’s very easy to engage people into that video. 

You can even use it as a thumbnail ;)



But again, this is a great way to create engaging videos.




B-Roll Resources:



https://www.storyblocks.com/

https://www.filmsupply.com/

https://www.youtube.com/
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Step 6

Add Soundtracks to Your Videos

By now you've gotten so much value I bet you guys thought we were
finished... WE'RE NOT! 


This is just the tip of the iceberg and I am here to provide you with all my
expertise that I have learned in the last 7 years so let’s keep going.


So adding sound effects and audio to your videos, why is that
important?


Well, you know when you’re watching a horror movie and you get
anxious? or when you watch a trailer of an action movie and you feel all
hyped up and ready to go to war?


That is all done by just having the right background track to evoke your
emotions.


Adding this allows you to make your audience sad, or happy, or any
specific emotion that you’re looking for.


I use this for my clients all the time when we create videos with an
impactful and motivational message, it just adds that extra spice to it.
Honestly, sometimes it can make or break the video.


You don’t want to over do it either. Like with everything - only do it if it
makes sense.


This a great way for you to fill in dead space or pauses in your videos.
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Take Action
That’s it! 


There's a lot of different ways to make your videos engaging. You don’t
need to have these certain secrets in ALL your videos, mix it and match
it, but make sure you create quality content.


I know a lot of you guys get overwhelmed when it comes to creating
content because you’re probably thinking, "I HAVE TO DO THIS
EVERYDAY?"


The answer is no. There is a lot of noise out there already, so spend time
creating videos that are quality-focused because that’s what sets you
apart. Everyone can post basic selfie videos everyday but if you want to
showcase yourself as someone who truly cares about their image online,
their brand perception, and want to be the highest authority in your
industry, it starts with this. Start improving your content now, and most
of all, have fun doing it.


Allow yourself to create 3 videos a week but make sure they are quality spend more time on it - provide more clarity and guidance to your
audience.


Don’t over do it. Become the voice people want to hear rather than the
voice people get tired of.


My goal has been to help people produce quality content. It really pains
me to see selfie videos as the main content for personal brands.
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Yeah sure - if you're a big name you can pull it off, but if you want to
be a professional brand you have to take action on the secrets that
I’ve provided you.


These tactics are the same ones I use for my clients, it’s no bullshit. 


Thank you so much for reading this short "no-fluff" guide. I hope you
learned a lot from this and I hope you take action on this TODAY. 


Want to get more content like this and connect with like minded
individuals? Join my Facebook Group by clicking here and post your
content in the group so I can provide feedback and personally help
you take your content to new heights. 


I'm excited to see you guys in there! Until then my friends...


Take care, 

Zaid
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Personal Brand

Start-Up Video Course

$97

$197 (50% Off)

Learn the creative process and best practices that I use to create
content for some of the most impactful personal brands online.

What’s Inside?

Introduction
How to feel more comfortable on camera
3 tips to improve your video quality instantly
How to create content consistently

REVEAL THE COURSE
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